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Nursery rhymes

TITLE

Nursery rhymes.

PUBLISHED

London : Frederick Warne & Co., [1865]. 

SERIES

Aunt Louisa's London toy books : 3 

PRICE

1s. 

AUTHOR

Frederick Warne & Co. (publisher)  
Kronheim & Co. (printer)  

TYPOLOGY

Toy book 

ADVERTISEMENTS

Bookseller (June 30, 1865), 388: see pcb1024 
Publishers' Circular (July 1, 1865), 355: see pcb1024 

VARIANTS

Variant A 
[1865]: same upper wrapper as pcb1499, variant A, on yellow paper; specific for this title: "
[blue, outlined in red, black shade] NURSERY RHYMES. | [red, outlined in black] LONDON.
| [black] FREDERICK WARNE & CO."; at foot, no printers' caption; same lower wrapper as
pcb1499, variant A; inside illustrations without printers' captions 
Variant B 
[1867]: same upper wrapper as variant A, but on blue paper and, at head, outside the
decorated frame: "PRICE ONE SHILLING; OR MOUNTED WITH LINEN, TWO
SHILLINGS."; at foot, outside the frame: "KRONHEIM & CO. LONDON."; same lower
wrapper as pcb1499, variant C; inside illustrations with printers' captions, at foot, on the left:
"Kronheim & Co.,", on the right: "London."; text beginning: "Ba-a, ba-a, black sheep" 

COPIES

BA: Oversize 1880 Nursery (described as: "At head of title: Price one shilling; or, mounted
with linen, two shillings. Aunt Louisa's London toy books. ... Plates signed: Kronheim and
Co. ... Exhibited: "Enchanting Simplicity: Children's Book Illustration Past and Present" at
The Athenaeum of Philadelphia, 2009. ... Athenaeum's copy imperfect: bottom part of front
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cover and verso is missing, area patched"; gift of Peter J. Koblenzer; not analysed) 
CMH: 988.6.2 (partially analysed through digital reproductions) 
CMLS: Z986.D265 N93 1870z (described as: "At head of cover title: "Price one shilling; or
mounted with linen, two shillings." ... CMLS copy is from a collection of books owned by
Varina Anne "Winnie" Davis and has been disbound, trimmed, and rebound with other
children's stories in brown cloth-covered boards. This copy is also incomplete and missing its
front and back covers and leaves [1] and [6] (first sequence), and its remaining pages were
rebound out of order."; not analysed) 
CUL: 146.1.14(1)b (inside illustrations not signed; not analysed) 
CUL-WaC: Waddleton.b.9.1091 (described as wanting covers, 2 text pages and 2 plates and
misbound, possibly extracted from a bound volume of toy books; inside illustrations signed
"Kronheim & Co., London"; not analysed) 
MiUL: PR973 .N871 1873 (not analysed) 
NWU: L Graphic Arts A926 (not analysed) 
TCD: Box 2147 (uncatalogued; not analysed) 
UFBL: 39p140 (variant B: [1867]; analysed through digital reproductions; Digital copy) 

TRADE COPIES

Roe and Moore Rare Books: 6000460 (variant A: [1865]; inscribed and dated: "William
John Audy from his dear Papa Sept. 1865"; partially analysed through digital reproductions)  

OCLCN

26099758 

PERMALINK

https://www.picoboo.eu/catalogue/pcb1502
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